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Poem Dramatization

Children are future of our Nation

R;D.P.S

GLH

07.L1.2017l 40 minutes
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Intra Class Activities File
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o To enhance speaking and communication skills of learners.
o To develop the sense of responsibility amidst them regarding issues related to the modern child.. To develop dramatizing skills among learners.
. To make then' realize that they are the future of the nation.
. To make ti:e- respcnsive towards their duties towards the nation.

DESCRIPTIOI,I:

"Great changes in the destiny of mankind can
child ren, "

be effected only in the minds of little
-Sir Herbert Read

Poem - a medium through which one is able to express his/her emotions in a fruitful manner and which
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Theme/Topic
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Date and Duration
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File Accession Dossier

c:ea:cs . :-; i;- -; -:ac: cr iire iistener, Keeping rhis In mincj and to make our young iearners
rccn"' '' = 3-c rri zens of our nation, an intra class activity of 'Poem Dramatization' based on the
theme: 'Chi ::=- =-: =-iure of our Nation'was organized for the learners of class I (A - E) in GLH. All the
learners were g ,:^ :oDortunities to exhibit their speaking and communication skills in the classroom. They
were asked to 'ec :e 3 poem with full actions and expressions. They all participated in the activity very
enthusiasticalll; -ifcrmation related to issues related to modern day child and how they can contribute
"wards the nat 3' 'i','3S shared with the students in the classroom. For the final round of the activity six

participants t';ere selected from all the sections of class I on the basis of their confidence and clarity of
speech, Each gro,-rD ,'r'3s prepared by the respective class teacher for dramatizing the poem. While reciting
and enacting the pcem, related props were used by each group to make their act more presentable and
meaningiul. Final .ludgement was done on the basis of clarity, confidence and communication. Judges
appreciated the learners efforts. Winning group was awarded with certificates and prizes. Such activities
support in enhancing their social, moral and cognitive domains of the learners and a valuable message was
also sent to the learners through this activity. This ensured their cultural and moral development. Overall,
the activity proved to be educational and motivational for all.the activity proved to be educational
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